Abstract-A heuristic search for stable high-order delta sigma modulators is presented. Searches guided by the Linear Model found stable modulators with higher SNR performance compared to classical ¿lter design techniques. The presented design approach is both more automatic than classical design and can also be weighted such to direct the search toward designs for special purpose. A novel adaptive modulator concept is also presented.
Although it is possible to gain some intuitive insight of the DSM operation, the easiest way to understand the operation is by mathematical analysis of the Linear Model. Figure 2 shows a general block diagram of a delta-sigma modulator. This diagram is used since it is sufficiently general to encompass the majority of single-quantizer modulator topologies [3] . The modulator is split into two parts, a two-input linear part and the nonlinear quantizer part. To do analysis we replace the quantizer by an addition of a noise signal e. This is known as the linear model. The linear block has arbitrary transfer functions from its two inputs U and V . This is done so that the diagram is usable for many topologies. The input transfer functions have been labeled for convenience as
I INTRODUCTION

D
ELTA-SIGMA modulation [1] (DSM) is a very popular technique for making high-resolution analog-todigital and digital-to-analog converters These oversampled data converters have several advantages over conventional Nyquist-rate converters The features are achieved by the concept of noise shaping and utilizing more linear coarse quantizers To achieve stable operation for high-order modulation nonmonotonic loop-¿lters are needed The speci¿cation of these loop-¿lters is normally given by a noise transfer function (NTF) With the high modulator order we want to decrease the over sampling rate (OSR) while maintaining a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance The design challenge is to get a high as possible SNR while maintaining modulator stability
The design of these loop-¿lters has no easy formula because of a lack of good design rules The Linear Model (LM) [1, ch 421] explains the noise shaping behavior but it has been dif¿cult to make good stability criterions [3] This is especially a big concern for high-order single-bit modulators Today designs must therefore be thoroughly simulated to ensure stability and this makes the optimization of the designs a tedious work This paper presents an automatic design process by letting a search algorithm, guided by the linear model, directly explore the landscapes of the nonlinear world of quantization Such work has, to the authors knowledge, not been presented before Both Genetic Algorithm, Hill Climbing and hybridGA, a hybrid of these two, was carried out A Random Restart Hill Climber with a combination of constraining the zeros and rejecting NTFs with too high out of band (OBG) values led to an effective method for ¿nding stable high-order DSMs with arbitrary speci¿cations First we will explain some of the DSM basics and why this motivates for a search Then we treat the search basics, the results and give a conclusion
II DSM BASICS
The basic concept of delta-sigma modulation is to use feedback for improving effective resolution of a coarse quantizer In this way it aims to predict and correct the next quantization error A simpli¿ed DSM operation can be seen in ¿gure 1 The input is fed to the DSM which outputs a coarse oversampled quantized representation of the input, in this example single-bit The average value of the bit-stream reÀects the input and can then be digital or analog ¿ltered for the wanted purpose 
With these functions we can write the output of the linear block as the following sum of the inputs
By defining the error signal e as E(z) = Y (z) − V (z) we can rearrange the equation to give a formula for the output of the modulator in terms of its input and the error signal:
Equation (1) captures the essence of noise shaping. The modulator output consists of independently filtered signals and noise components. This makes it possible, with a proper loop-filter, to spectrally separate the input signal from the noise introduced by quantization, i.e. noise shaping.
We will now rename G and H to respectively the signal transfer function (STF) and the noise transfer function (NTF). This gives us the possibility to analytically measure the theoretical performance of a given loop-filter. The noise attenuation in the pass-band can be calculated through the frequency response of the NTF, that is |NTF(z)|. The NTF is the heart of high-order DSM design.
The only restriction on NTF besides modulator stability, which we will discuss later, is causality. Causality is satisfied when the realizable condition ntf(0) = NTF(∞) = 1 is met 1 Since the input to the quantizer is given by (Y − V )NTF(z) or E(z)NTF(z), modulator stability is dependent on both the maximum allowed input level (max U ) and the feedback level gain of the NTF. This requirement leads to the conclusion that stability is dependent on a restricted NTF gain, or the Out of Band Gain (OBG), and that there is a restriction on the maximum allowed input amplitude range (max U ). A typical NTF characterization can be seen in figure 3 .
The goal when designing the NTF is to obtain a high as possible noise attenuation in the pass-band while maintaining low enough OBG to sustain stability. These two values are a trade-off.
When a good performing NTF is found it is just a matter of transforming the NTF to filter coefficients for the chosen topology/architecture. And though topology and architecture widely diverse the DSM behavior is principally the same for one NTF. It determines both the theoretical performance and the stability of the underlying modulator [3] . The only restriction is that a hardware implementation of a modulator can introduce coefficient errors that will naturally distort the result to some degree [1, ch. 5 and 11]. Todays NTF design methods mainly consist of using common filter design method like Chebychev and Butterworth to produce the NTFs, then simulate its properties afterwords and if necessarily post adjust the filter paramteres if the stabiliy or SNR performance is not satisfactory [1] . Another approach is to optimize more arbitrary NTFs while maintaining stability by restricting the design accoridng to some proposed stability criterions. The methods can be grouped in the following categories. Both of the above methods share one common disadvantage, the designs are restricted. When using nr. 1 the NTFs are restricted by how the filter design techniques produce filters. And if we use nr. 2 the constraining must be conservative to ensure stability. Can these restrictions of the designs neglect optimal or interesting NTF solutions?
III. MOTIVATIONS FOR SEARCH
Despite the widespread use of high-order DSM there exists no satisfactory theory of their operation. This is a consequence of the fact that these systems are nonlinear, due to the presence of a discontinuous non-linearity -the quantizer. The shortage of the theory is the essence behind the motivation for a heuristic search.
A. No iron clad design methodology is available
The linear model explains the theory behind noise shaping but there exists no total understanding regarding the stability problems of high order DSM. The root locus indicates that the OBG must be restricted but not to which extent and how. Instead of relying on "rule of thumbs" we let a computer independently investigate the real world of non-linear DSMoperations. The strategy may find surprising results not likely
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to accidentally result from a skilled human designer. This can again increase the insight about the stability analysis and give rise to new science regarding the understanding of higher order DSM.
B. Flexibility of Parameter
We can arbitrary weigh or constrain our search so that it will find solutions that are specialized for a certain purpose. For instance it can be used to find designs with a high maximum allowed input range (max U ) which is highly relevant for class-d amplifiers [9] , optimal adaptation to the total hardware implementation, low power consumptions, using psycho acoustic ear model for Hi-fi audio converters or a DSM system specialized as a signal generator. In fact every wanted criterion which is possible to measure can be used to influence the search. (not trivial the classic way)
C. Adaptive NTF Implementation
The ability to automatically find good NTFs for a given signal could also fit for an adaptive DSM solution that systematically adjusts the NTFs aggressiveness according to the running signal. This is highly relevant if one wants to utilize the maximum SNR performance restricted by a modulator order and OSR while still wanting a high max U tolerance. High max U tolerance comes on the expense of low SNR performance. Figure 4 is a comparison between two static NTF peak SNR plot and a simulated adaptive peak SNR plot. Instead of choosing between a high SNR performance or a high max u range, we can use an adaptive solution which offers both advantages and probably also a higher SNR performance which our simulation indicates. The adaptive NTF curve in figure 4 represents the search achievements when we let the search adapt to sinusoidals. Maybe even more performance can be gained if it can adapt to the actual input signal.
IV. THE FITNESS FUNCTION
The most crucial element for heuristic search is the fitness function 2 . The function tells the search algorithm how good a 2 The name fitness function is adapted from Genetic Algorithms solution is and should therefore represent the true quality of the modulator. This is not a trivial task since the modulators general quality is difficult to measure. Not only should it ensure high SNR and stability for all possible signals in the pass-band. There can also be special modulator properties that the designer wants to accommodate as chapter III-B noted.
The fitness function will also determine the search space characterization. A fitness function making the search space more continuous and smooth is therefore favorable for the search algorithms. The coding of the parameters and how we measure the quality are therefore of importance for the search performance. Besides determining the dimension of the search space it will also affect the complexity of the search space. Pole-zero placements of the NTF were chosen as the coding for practical reasons. This makes it easy to constrain poles and zeros to appropiate/convenient parts of the z-plane.
A. Constraining the Search Space
A problem with heuristic search is the exponential increase of complexity with the numbers of parameters. Too many parameters make the search space too big for a practical search. An n-th order modulator with an IIR loop filter demands 2n coefficients to determine the NTF. Therefore it is of practical interest to constrain the search space as much as possible without constraining possible optimum solutions from the search space. This will increase the amount of stable and good solutions in the search space and hence increase the search performance. But this is of course not trivial since we don't know where the optimum solutions are. The constraining should therefore be used with care. The search performed best when the zeros were constrained inside the pass-band on the unit circle. The poles were constrained inside the unit circle. For very high NTF orders the poles were constrained to more stable regions of the zplane, that is closer to z = 1, to decrease the OBG. This is an area-constraining of the parameters. We can also constrain inside the fitness function. This was carried out in two ways. Using the above methods we can check the NTF for stability before we spend the tremendous effort one measuring the quality performance.
B. Determination of the desired quality measurement
Since we are dependent of an input signal to simulate the behavior of the DSM, the measurement will be a stationary point given by this signal. The input signal will therefore directly influence the search landscape. For instance if we let the fitness function measure the capability to modulate a sinusoidal with frequency f and amplitude a, the fitness function will guide the search toward a good solution for this sinusoidal. This NTF is not necessarily good for other frequencies or amplitudes in the pass-band. Or even worse, it is not necessarily stable. If we want a global quality throughout the pass-band the fitness function must be implemented to accommodate the desired specifications.
The length is also of importance. A short input signal will not guarantee stable behavior [3] . Therefore a large number of input steps and input values are necessary to ensure stability of interest. Long signals also tend to make smoother search spaces which are of great interest for local search algorithms.
If we want to use arbitrary signals as inputs a least square comparison can be used to measure the noise introduced by the modulator. This can be used for instance in an adaptive DSM implementation as mentioned in chapter III-C.
V. THE SEARCH
With the defined fitness function we can now investigate the search space, and our goal is of the heuristic one. It will be difficult to verify optimum solutions and it is therefore not our aim. We want to find good solutions, the faster the better. In practice this means: "Find a good solution with the least amount of computed fitness functions". There exists many strategies in literature. Genetic algorithm (GA) is covered in [14] , hill-climbing in [11] and there are also some hybrid attempts in [13] .
We tried a real-coded GA [12] . GA is known to have good global perspective on the expense of its local perspective. It was only the mutation that gave birth to better solutions in our experiments. (To gain advantage of the GAs mating the coding must be epistatis.) Then a real-coded hybridGA was tried out. This strategy worked better than pure GA but the first step of the GA procedure did not seem to have any effect on the quality of the search. Instead of letting GA deliver start points to the local search (hill-climber) we let random search find these. This is known as Random Restart Hill Climbing (rrHC) and the method was found to be quite satisfactory. An improvement was another hybrid, Best of Random Restart Hill Climbing (borrHC). This lets a random search find several stable candidates while only climbing the best candidates. The elitist idea has no guarantee, since a bad start can turn out to have a higher potential than a good start candidate. But in a statistical sense a good start should have better potential than those with a lower start value.
To verify the quality of these search strategies a statistical benchmark comparison could be used. But this was not found to be of empirical interest because of its close relationship to the fitness function or search space. This paper will only present the gained results from the searches.
VI. SEARCH RESULTS
To make comparisons between arbitrary NTFs a characterization method is needed. A proposed method was presented in [15] . This method makes it possible to make a fairly thorough comparison between different designs. We can also use this method to find the peak SNR performance for a Chebychev design. This was done for a fifth-order design with an OSR of 64 as seen in figure 6 . From this we can conclude that a peak SNR performance is reached with an OBG value of approximately 1.68. The characterization and specification for this design is given in figure 7 . The graph in figure 11 presents the search for maximum SNR in a similar way as was done for figure 7 and 8. As we can see there is more to gain for higher orders. But 6 dB for fourth-order design is still a good improvement.
We see from figure 6 that a Chebychev design approach has a problem reaching a max U tolerance of 0.9 for a fifth-order modulator. Let us now compare a Chebychev design and a searched design which both have the aim to reach a max U of 0.9 while offering a high SNR performance. From figure 6 we pick an OBG value of 1.1 to try to reach the goal of max U of 0.9. The characterization and specification is given in figure  9 . We can see that it nearly reaches the 0.9 specification and has an overall performance SNR of approximately 72 dB.
The design with a max U tolerance of 0.9, obtained from a search, is given in figure 10 . As we can see this design reaches the max U goal of 0.9 and has an SNR performance of approximately 85 dB. Hence it has a 13 dB better SNR performance and also a little better max U tolerance than the Chebychev design. It looks like Chebychev is not well suited for making NTFs with high max U specification (> 0.85). 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A successful heuristic search for stable high order DSM is shown. The proposed design approach found stable highorder DSM designs with all sorts of specifications. It was found to be an aggressive way to find high SNR performance versus given parameters of interest. The design approach outperformes the classical design method, especially when high max U tolerance is needed. 
